INTRODUCING: GENDER JUSTICE LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS

In 2015, GSA Network and Transgender Law Center joined efforts to begin a trans youth-led and youth-centered storytelling media campaign, focusing on telling stories effectively and authentically. After five years of building with the TRUTH Program and our National Trans Youth Council, we’re expanding our approach to gender justice for trans and nonbinary youth.

GJLP APPROACH

Our work begins with what we’ve learned from trans youth themselves. Then we build from there.

DIRECT TRANS YOUTH WORK.

GJLP will continue to support the TRUTH Program, which includes our National Trans Youth Council and our national day of action, #GSAday4GJ. GJLP’s direct trans youth work will also include our growing trans and nonbinary cultural organizing via art creation and poster mailings.

LGBT ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING.

GJLP has shifted staff capacity to include technical assistance for partner LGBT organizations in effectively supporting trans youth of color.

TRANS + NONBINARY YOUTH MOVEMENT BUILDING.

We believe that trans and nonbinary youth should help lead our movement for social justice; GJLP will include programming that works to influence movement building and opportunities to connect with community.

OURTRANSTRUTH.ORG

QUESTIONS ABOUT GJLP? EMAIL JUNIPERANGELICACORDOVA AT JCORDOVA@GSANETWORK.ORG

QUESTIONS ABOUT GJLP’S TRUTH PROGRAM? EMAIL YOZANTLI LACUNASGUERRERO AT YLAGUNASGUERRERO@GSANETWORK.ORG